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Abstract
The importance and efficiency of surface passivation for ultrathin-silicon technology with
high-aspect ratio structures need to be understood and tested in order to fully explore
their potential as cost-efficient, mechanically flexible and transparent solar cells. The aim
of this project is to deposit, characterize and understand common passivation techniques
applied on hyper-uniform disordered (HUD) structured thin-Si and eventually transfer
the process on thinned-down IBC solar cells. Samples were produced with Substrate
Conformal Imprint Lithography (SCIL). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was
implemented for Interface trap density measurements. Minority charge carrier lifetimes
and absorbance data was collected for various passivation and patterning schemes on thick
and thin silicon samples. An important density of interface traps states has been observed
for all samples. No conclusion about the effect of different passivation approaches on the
interface trap states and lifetimes could yet been drawn.
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Introduction

1.1 Introduction
Electricity provided by renewable technologies increased by 6% in 2019 alone and the
energy from wind and solar each accounted for one third of the rise. That year renewable
power represented 27% of the global electricity supply, with an increasing tendency. Nonetheless, as the new IPCC 2021 report pinpoints clearly, emissions need to be drastically
reduced, putting as well more pressure on renewable energies. This sector needs to keep
growing annually by at least 7% over the next ten years. By then the solar energy sector
alone is envisioned to represent 21.8% of the total global renewable power [18]. This needs
to go hand in hand with a renewable energy cost reduction. For moderate radiation areas
the cost of PV energy is expected to achieve of fossil fuel by 2028 and 2046 for residential
and industrial applications, respectively [15]. This forecast can only be met if efficiencies
are further increased and costs reduced.
Solar cells based on single-junction monocrystalline semiconductors have almost reached
the Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit. This is the theoretical maximum light to electric power
conversion efficiency of an ideal solar cell under a certain illumination spectrum [35].
Efficiencies of 25% and 20% have been reached for mono- and polycrystalline silicon
cells, respectively [15]. These cells are based on the principle of single-pass photons,
where incident photons need to be absorbed as efficiently as possible through rather
thick absorbers [26]. To overcome the SQ limit and reduce costs, new light trapping and
interference strategies are being developed in order to increase the effective path length
of the photons, while slimming down simultaneously the absorber layer, but maintaining
or even increasing the performance [26].
Crystalline silicon based solar cells represented 90% of the global photovoltaics market
over the recent years. The silicon absorber layer alone accounts for about 40% of the
final PV cost and reducing it’s thickness is paramount for cost reduction [39], one of
the many benefits of (ultra)thin-Si solar cells. Thinner cells require as well shorter deposition/growth times during production and the use of novel low-cost technologies
like chemical vapor deposition may become possible for thin-Si solar cells [26]. In thin
absorbers many limitations of bulk semiconductors can be avoided and the efficiency
increased. Concerned are namely limitations dominated by recombination processes. In an
ideal solar cell (SQ limit), the only recombination mechanism is radiative recombination,
excluding the dominant bulk processes which can be limited by thin layers. Aiming for
thinner layers paves the path to lighter, mechanically flexible and transparent applications,
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opening a new dimension of applications for solar cells [26, 40].
In Figure 1.1 the development of cell-efficiencies is depicted since 1975. Where the
crystalline Si Cells have been plateauing since 2000, thin-film technologies, as well as
multi-junction cells and new (emerging) technologies, have been continuously increasing.
The trend is clear; Improved and new solar conversion technologies are on the rise.

Figure 1.1: Solar cell efficiencies per category since 1975, courtesy of the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory, Golden [29]. Pink: Multi-junction cells, blue: C-Si cells, green: thin-film technologies,
brown: emerging PVs.

1.2 Thin-film solar cells
1.2.1 Limits and potential of thin-film silicon solar cells
The SQ limit for a single junction c-Si cell under one sun and at room temperature is of
32.23% [15]. Incomplete absorption of incoming photons and non-radiative recombination
of parasitic photogenerated charge carriers (parasitic absorption) make it impossible to
reach the limit. As silicon has an indirect band gap, radiation in the range of 800-1100 nm
is rather badly absorbed. Richter et al. (2013) suggested that the real efficiency limit in
practice for an undoped c-Si absorber thickness of 110 𝜇m is 29.43% for perfect Lambertian light trapping [3, 34]. The absorption efficiency is strongly absorber thickness and
wavelength dependent. For 2 𝜇m c-Si and in single-pass configuration, only 40% of the
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photons with wavelengths above 650 nm are absorbed [26]. Improving the absorption
close to the bandgap of 1100 nm is thus crucial in order to further push the absorption
efficiency.
Bhattacharya et al. (2019) suggest that by including wave-interference corrections in
structures at the optical wavelength scale, thin-Si can overcome the theoretical efficiency
limits of thick Si cells . The dwell time is much longer in thin-film cells, as wave interference reduces the group velocity [3]. Figure 1.2 shows experimental results for single-pass
absorption (ultra-)thin c-Si solar cells and theoretical results based on absorption measurements for nanostructured front surfaces. They suggest that the Lambertian scattering limit
can be exceeded by optimized surface structuring. Thinner solar cells have as well reduced
electron collection paths which is a promising strategy to reduce bulk recombination and
eventually even surface recombination, if the diffusion lengths of the minority charge
carriers are larger than the mean path to the contacts [28]. By using IBC contacts, the
path of the charge carriers generated at the surface could be short enough to overcome
before (surface) recombination occurs.

Figure 1.2: Short-circuit current as a measure for the absorption efficiency as a function of the
aborber thickness for different crystal growth methods. Filled triangles represent experimental
results, empty triangles numerical results (based on absorption measurements). Cells with record
efficiencies exceeding the Lambertian limit make use of nanostructured surfaces. Courtesy of
Massiot et al. (2020) [26].
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1.2.2 Light-trapping in solar cells
The absorption coefficient of the semiconductor depends on intrinsic properties like
the complex refractive index and the sheet thickness. The refractive index of silicon is
strongly wavelength dependent (appendix, Figure 6.1) and thus is as well the absorption
efficiency. The absorption as a function of wavelength is expressed as: 𝐴(𝜆) = 1 − 𝑒 𝛼𝑑
or 𝐴(𝜆) = 1 − 𝑒 𝐹 𝛼𝑑 , with 𝛼 = 4𝜋𝜅/𝜆 the absorption coefficient and 𝐹 the optical path
enhancement factor, describing the efficiency of light trapping, increased by resonance
for instance [26]. The optical path increase is maximized if the photons are scattered fully
randomly upon incidence and internally. This can theoretically be achieved with a back
mirror, perfect anti-reflective coating (ARC) and a Lambertian scatterer.
There’s thus a big potential to be explored in new light-trapping technologies for ultrathin
solar cells by patterning the surface at the nanometer scale. Nanopatterning increases not
only the absorption of light, but decreases as well the surface reflectance [28]. With Lambertian light trapping, the currently achieved efficiency of 26% for c-Si solar cells could be
obtained with 10 𝜇m c-Si absorbers [26]. Structures resulting in multi-resonant absorption
(slow photonic modes) have shown to reach or even exceed the theoretical Lambertian
limit over the broad solar spectrum, where 𝐹 reached almost maximal enhancement [3,
26]. These technologies are typically the ones shown in Figure 1.2.
Thinning down the absorber comes along with new challenges in the solar cell architecture. Texturing may increase the non-radiative surface recombination or parasitic
absorption might occur in contact layers. Selective contacting, ARC and surface passivation may be even important in ultrathin solar cells [26]. Unless, the charge carriers can be
collected before recombination due to short distances that need to be overcome till the
contacts.

Hyper-uniform disordered (HUD) thin-Si solar cells HUD structures are a type of
nanotexturing that couple light efficiently into silicon slab optical modes. Over a larger
scale, these structures are statistically isotropic and thus not completely random. In
terms of density distribution, HUD structures are more similar to ordered solids than
amorphous materials. This large-scale isotropy can be applied to photonic materials in
order to design properties with well defined photonic gaps that allow modes to propagate
through the structure. Ultimately, this allows the a exact control of light transport
and optical properties [40]. Tavakoli et al. (2020) reported from analytical results that
efficiencies above 20% could be reached with a 1 𝜇m HUD structured c-Si absorbers. This
is shown in Figure 1.3, c), where the absorbtance approaches the Lambertian limit. The
theoretical absorbtance of the 200 nm deep HUD structures on 1 𝜇m c-Si is suggested to
well outperform the flat 1 𝜇m c-Si. The dashed line represents the Lambertian limit for 1
𝜇m c-Si. On Figure 1.3, b) a SEM image of a honeycomb HUD structure is shown and in a)
the HUD on top of a thicker c-Si substrate [40].
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Figure 1.3: a) 200 nm HUD texturing on top of a 1 𝜇m Si substrate, covered by an polymeric ARC.
b) SEM picture of an optimized honeycomb-like HUD texture. c) Absorptance spectrum of the
structure contrasted to flat 1 𝜇m Si, where the dashed line corresponds to the Lambertian limit for
the silicon of the same thickness. Courtesy of Tavakoli et al. (2020) [20].

The refractive index of the HUD pattern can be approximated by:
𝑛𝐻𝑈 𝐷 ≈ 𝑛𝑆𝑖 · 𝑓 𝑓 + 𝑛𝐿𝑅𝑀 (1 − 𝑓 𝑓 )

(1.1)

where 𝑓 𝑓 is the filling fraction of the pattern, 𝑛𝑆𝑖 the refractive index of the silicon
substrate and 𝑛𝐿𝑅𝑀 the refractive index of the (polymeric) coating that is filling up the
free space. For free standing patterns the latter would be the refractive index of air.
The main effect of nanostructuring is increased light trapping and but as well increased
charge recombination by high surface-volume ratios [40].

1.2.3 Surface quality: critical parameters
Micro- and nanostructured c-Si solar cells still haven’t reached as high efficiencies as
thick absorber cells. This is mainly due to much higher surface recombination velocities
originating in the high aspect ratio features and surface-to-volume ratios. Important parameters to estimate properties of the surface are surface recombination velocity, minority
charge carrier lifetime and interface trap density [28].
The effective carrier lifetime is the ratio between the excess minority carrier density (𝛥𝑝)
and the effective recombination rate (𝑈𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 ) : 𝜏𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 := 𝛥𝑝/𝑈𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 . The effective recombination
rate is the sum of all the mechanisms contributing to recombination. When the surface
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and bulk mechanisms are considered, the effective carrier lifetime becomes [11]:
1
𝜏𝑒 𝑓 𝑓

=

1
𝜏𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

+

1
𝜏𝑠

(1.2)

The recombination lifetime describes the process of a charge in an excited state (in a
space-charge region) returning to equilibrium. The lifetimes can be correlated to interface trap state densities, changing the dynamics of charging/decharging. Recombination
taking place at the surface is characterized by the surface recombination velocity (𝑆𝑟 ).
Simultaneously, recombination in the bulk occurs and it is difficult to separate their contributions [37]. In ultrathin Si the effective lifetimes measured are dominated by surface
recombination.
If the bulk lifetimes are assumed infinite, the maximal effective surface recombination
can be expressed as : 𝑆𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 2·𝜏𝑊𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 , where 𝑊 the substrate thickness [17].

When silicon is covered by a dielectric, a major discontinuity is introduced between
the crystalline semiconductor surface and adjacent layer. This results in an interface trap
density (𝐷𝑖𝑡 ) and trapped oxide charges (𝑄𝑖𝑡 ), introduced for example by impurities, excess
silicon (trivalent) or contrarily dangling Si bonds (broken Si-H bonds). These interface
traps are introducing energy levels into the former state-free bandgap of Si. By means of
these intermediate energy levels, charges can be exchanged very quickly with the silicon
and thus influence its properties. Whereas 𝐷𝑖𝑡 is produced by the crystalline discontinuity
at the surface, 𝑄𝑖𝑡 vary with the occupancy of the Fermi level, i.e the applied voltage.
The Fermi level changes with respect to the surface trap energies, modifying the charges
and the effective surface capacitance. Another type of charges are fixed oxide charges
(𝑄 𝑓 ), which are situated near or at the interface and are not influenced when a voltage is
applied [38, 41].
First, the density of interface traps with respect to the location in the band gap and second,
the relaxation time of the charges occupying these states, i.e the lifetime [41], are two
important parameters in order to quantify and understand the interface traps.
Independently of the nature of the semiconductor, both donor and acceptor interface
trap states coexist. Therefore, an equivalent 𝐷𝑖𝑡 distribution is used with respect to a
neutral level 𝐸 0 . Above this level the states are of acceptor, below of donor type. In
order to determine 𝐷𝑖𝑡 experimentally, the change of 𝑄𝑖𝑡 when varying 𝐸 𝐹 or the surface
potential 𝛹𝑆 can be measured. The surface trap states are distributed over the band gap
and can be described by a density distribution function [38]:
𝐷𝑖𝑡 =

6

1 𝑑𝑄𝑖𝑡
𝑞 𝑑𝐸

[#𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑠/𝑐𝑚 2𝑒𝑉 ]

(1.3)
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1.3 Passivation of thin silicon
With advancing technology the bulk carrier lifetimes in c-Si have been increasing, making
the surface recombination and at the contacts one of the main drawbacks of the current
c-Si cells. The surface recombination is not only relatively more important in thin-Si than
in bulk Si, but gets even more important in nanostructured surfaces with high surface-tovolume ratios.
The minority carrier lifetimes can be increased by two approaches. The first is based
on the reduction of the interface trap state density, the second reduces the electron (ndoped) or hole (p-doped) concentration at the surface in order decrease the probability of
recombination. The former approach is called chemical passivation, the latter field-effect
passivation and can be used combined, too [17].

Figure 1.4: Passivation schemes for n-type c-Si. a) Chemical passivation in order to decrease the
number of defects (D) at the semiconductor surface. b) Field-effect passivation by adding negative
fixed-charges (Q− ) or positive fixed-charges (Q+ ) to the semiconductor surface. The electrical field
can be strong enough to shield the surface from either electrons (left) or holes (right) for lightly
n-doped c-Si.

Chemical passivation In order to reduce the number of defects at the surface, chemical
passivation can be used to diminish the effect or amount of impurities, trivalent silicon
or dangling Si bonds. So can unsaturated Si bonds be stabilized by atomic hydrogen
[17]. This is illustrated in Figure 1.4 a, where the defect density (D) is reduced after the
application of a passivation layer.
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Field-effect passivation In order to reduce the probability of recombination at the
surface, an electrical field can be applied beneath the silicon surface in order to lower the
concentration of holes or electrons at the surface. The minority carrier concentration is
directly correlated to the surface recombination velocity [17]. This is depicted in Figure
1.4 b, where either the surface is either shielded from electrons (left) or holes (right),
depending on the fixed-charges applied at the surface. In the absence of an additional
field, holes are the minority carriers in n-doped, electrons in p-doped. Under strong
positive-charge density, holes become the minority charge carriers at the surface for
lightly n- and p-doped c-Si. On the contrary, a strong negative-charge density proved
to shield the surface efficiently for lightly n- and p-type c-Si as well, hence when the
electrons are the minority charge carriers. This is shown in Figure 1.4 b, left, where the
electrons added by doping (e− ) are still pushed back from the surface. Therefore, efficient
field-effect passivation can be obtained by shielding the surface from either electrons or
holes, if the fixed-charge density is sufficiently high [17].

1.3.1 Silicon Dioxide
Thermally grown SiO2 is one of the main industrial approaches to reduce surface recombination velocities. The interface between the silicon dioxide and the silicon is of very
good quality, effectively reducing defects at the silicon surface. Further improvements
have been reported after annealing in a H2 atmosphere, called hydrogenation or alnealing
[9, 17]. Due to high processing temperatures that make the deposition inefficient at
industrial scale and require low impurity densities in order to avoid bulk degradation, the
thermally grown SiO2 has been largely replaced by PECVD grown layers.
Furthermore, apart from the good chemical passivation properties, SiO2 has a high positive
fixed-charge density and contributes thus as well by field-effect passivation. Zhang et al.
(2017) did an extensive study on the impact of hydrogen and oxygen incorporation in to
the a-SiO𝑥 . The surface passivation is known to be very good, but important parasitic
absorption losses have been observed. Hence, an approach that includes more oxygen into
the oxide has been studied lately, in order to reduce the parasitic absorption. Oxygen has
a bandgap widening effect on the silicon. They conclude that: "A compact, less-defective
and ordered microstructure of the a-SiOx:H film can only be obtained when there comes a
trade-off between Si-O and Si-H(Si3 ) bonding formation." Controlling the exact composition
and adding eventual annealing steps in oxygen or hydrogen atmospheres can be used to
further improve the surface passivation quality [43].

1.3.2 Silicon nitride
SiN𝑥 is a standardized approach for surface passivation. Due to high positive fixed charge
densities induced in a-SiN𝑥 :H layers, the hole concentration is reduced at the surface
[17]. This makes it very efficient for n-doped c-Si. For the reason explained above, a high
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surface passivation can be achieved as well on lightly p-doped c-Si.
For both, SiN𝑥 and SiO2 a dependence of the effective lifetimes and the injection depth
has been observed. The effective lifetimes decrease at high injection levels for thick c-Si
because the recombination is dominated in the bulk. Some decrease in lifetimes at lower
injection levels has been explained to be related to bulk recombination in the depletion
region (when the surface is shielded from electrons) [17].

1.3.3 Alumina + annealing
Hoex et al. (2008) reported that ALD deposited alumina as passivation performed similarly
as high-temperature thermal SiO2 on lightly n-doped c-Si. This means that the negative
fixed charge provided by alumina shields the surface efficiently for lightly n-doped Si, too,
and should passivate the surface of c-Si [17]. Alumina provides as well good chemical
passivation due to low interface defect density when deposited on c-Si [19]. Further, Hoex
et al. (2008) studied the lifetimes in c-Si by adding positive corona charges on the surface
of the alumina in order to compensate the negative fixed charges in the passivation layer.
The lifetimes in c-Si showed to decrease very fast with increasing corona charge density
at the surface (hence cancelling out the field-effect passivation effect). By identifying the
point of minimal lifetimes, the negative fixed charge density (𝑄 𝑓 ) in an 26 nm Al2 O3 layer
was estimated to be 1.3·1013 cm−2 . Additionally, they found that the recombination rate is
proportional to 1/𝑄 2𝑓 for lightly doped c-Si, independent of the positive or negative fixed
charge density and could deduce that the tested 26 nm Al2 O3 layer is 2 and 4 orders of
magnitude more efficient than a standard 𝑎-SiN𝑥 :H (𝑄 𝑓 = 1012 cm−2 ) and thermal SiO2
(𝑄 𝑓 = 1012 cm−2 ) layer, respectively [17].
The passivation efficiency depends strongly on the injection level. Apart from the decrease
in effective lifetimes at high injection levels, they decrease as well slightly at low levels.
This is explained by bulk recombination losses in the shielded (electron depleted) close to
the Si surface. Nevertheless, effective lifetimes exceeding 18 ms have been measured by
QSSPL for flat lightly n-doped low-resistivity c-Si wafers passivated by 30 nm Al2 O3 [17].
A standard RCA1 and RCA 2 clean and a dip into diluted 1% HF prior to deposition is
commonly done in order to leaving behind a H-terminated, hydrophobic c-Si surface [17,
19].
The influence of annealing on the surface passivation properties of Al2 O3 was extensively
reported by Kersten et al. (2013). The interface trap density was affected by both, the
annealing temperature and atmosphere. The fixed charge density on the contrary was
influenced solemnly by the annealing temperature [19]. The best results were reported
for low injection level c-Si at an annealing temperature of 470 ◦ C, O2 atmosphere and 10
min. Temperatures above 400 ◦ C yielded very good results for high injection levels [19].
Hoex et al. (2008) did an annealing process at 425 ◦ C for 30 min in N2 atmosphere.
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1.3.4 Titanium Dioxide
Interesting c-Si passivation results have been reported using TiO2 . Ho et al. (2015) reported
the improvement of the conversion efficiency of c-Si thin-solar cell with a nanotextured
surface from 8.13 to 9.62% after the passivation with 15 nm of TiO2 and 10 min annealing at
300◦ C in N2 atmosphere. The Si absorber thickness was about 5.87 𝜇m and a texture depth
of 400 nm. They report a effective reduction of surface recombination after the passivation
[16]. This effect is among other thanks to its appropriate band offset when in contact with
c-Si, namely a small conduction, and large valence band off-set [24]. A interfacial SiO2
layer and Si-O-Ti bonds have been identified as the main chemical passivation effects [24].
Effective minority carrier lifetimes of up to 500 𝜇s or even 1500 𝜇s have been reported for
low resistivity n-c-FZ-Si with only a couple of nm’s of oxide. Layers thicker than 6 nm
have shown to have the adversary effect due to stress-related phase transitions within the
oxide layer. A common way of deposition is by ALD [24].

1.3.5 Combinations: multi-layer passivation
Tan et al. (2017) reported a very efficient double-layer passivation on pyramidal 20 𝜇m
thin-Si with a feature size of 3-10 𝜇m, using a combination of Al2 O3 and SiN𝑥 . They
contrast single-layer passivation consisting of 80 nm PECVD deposited SiN𝑥 to doublelayer passivation of 3 nm ALD deposited Al2 O3 followed by 80 nm of PECVD deposited
SiN𝑥 . Comparing planar to textured Si solar cells passivated with SiN𝑥 only, the efficiency
increases by 4.5% to 15.1% for textured one. By adding the second passivation layer, the
efficiency was further increased by 1.3 %, improving both the short-circuit current density
and the open-circuit voltage [39].
Schmidt et al. (2008) compared passivation with SiO2 , Al2 O3 and a combination of both.
The surface recombination velocities of 130 nm of Al2 O3 and a stack of Al2 O3 /SiO2 30/200
nm were comparable and even inferior to alnealed SiO2 [36]. This is attributed to the
hydrogenation of the interface states during the silicon oxide deposition [36].
Mallorquí et al. (2015) compared the before mentioned approaches on pn-junction
nanowire array c-Si solar cells. Similar V𝑜𝑐 and J𝑠𝑐 have been achieved for SiN𝑥 and
Al2 O3 passivated devices, resulting in efficiencies of 3.4% and 2.4%, respectively. Surprisingly, the thermally grown SiO2 that is known for high chemical passivation and good
surface recombination reduction, performed very poorly with a efficiency of only 1.2 %.
When a 19 nm layer of SiN𝑥 was deposited on top of the SiO2 , the properties were greatly
enhanced to an efficiency of 9.9% [25].
The excellent chemical passivation properties of SiO2 have been reported to further
be enhanced by depositing a thin layer of Al and annealing prior to the oxide deposition.
This adds positive fixed charges at the surface, providing a field-effect passivation by
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keeping holes away from the surface [17]. The best surface passivation should thus be
achieved for high fixed charge density and low interface trap density.
Mallorquí et al. (2015) investigated the interface between silicon and its passivation
layer. Their results are shown in Figure 1.5. The peak denoted as Si-H for the SiN𝑥
passivating layer was separated into six peaks representing: (1) H-Si-Si3 , (2) H-Si-HSi2 ,
(3) H-Si-NSi2 , (4) H-Si-SiN2 /H-Si-SiNH, (5) H-Si-HN2 and (6) H-Si-N3 . N-H bonds are
related to the formation of trivalent silicon (·Si≡Si3 ) dangling bonds which results in a
fixed positive charge density [25].
The high chemical passivation is related to the low interface defect density. The only
major defect in the Si/SiO3 interface is the Si atom with a dangling bond due to a lattice
mismatch and leads to a fixed positive charge. A hydrogen treatment is usually done for
its passivation [25]. In the double layer appears hence the Si-H peak, being the hydrogen
passivated dangling Si bond. Furthermore, the SiO2 interlayer removes significantly Si-N
bonds. Consequently the field-effect passivation contribution by the SiO2 /SiN𝑥 doublelayer is reduced [25].
As for Al2 O3 , apart from the Al-O peak, there’s the broad Si-O-Si signal due to a thin
interlayer of SiO𝑥 formed before ALD [17]. This interlayer could be beneficial by adding
a high density of Al vacancies, which can, like interstitial oxygen, be charged negatively
and resulting in fixed negative charges [25].

Figure 1.5: FTIR spectra of the interfaces between passivation layers and silicon in a nanowire
array. a) Si/SiN𝑥 , Si/SiO𝑥 , Si/SiO𝑥 +SiN𝑥 . b) Si/Al2 O3 adapted from Mallorquí et al. (2015) [25].

1.3.6 Passivation and solar cell performance
Whereas low surface recombination velocities and high minority carrier lifetimes are good
indicators for efficient charge generation and dynamics at the surface, they do not imply
better solar cell performance [25]. This might become particularly true for nanopatterned
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solar cells, as observed by Mallorquí et al. (2015) for arrays of nanowires (NWs). The
above mentioned oddity of SiO2 leading to a good chemical passivation, nevertheless
performing badly in solar conversion, is related to he high aspect ratios of the structure. In
the case of a positive fixed charge, electrons are attracted towards the surface and holes are
forced towards the core of the NW. In low p-doped regions of the Si NWs, holes become
minority carriers and the pn-junction is moved to the base of the NWs for high positive
fixed charge densities. This is illustrated in Figure 1.6. For low positive fixed charges, no
inversions happens in flat Si. In NWs however, inversion can occur directly at the surface,
leading to an annihilation of hole and electron densities somewhere in the core. In this
region of similar densities, significant recombination occurs and the properties degrade
[25]. Generally, inversion occurs when the charge in the passivating layer is higher than
what the ionized dopants in the depletion layer can balance [9]. For Si/SiN𝑥 the junction
is pushed to the base of the NWs, decreasing the surface recombination. With Si/Al2 O3
passivation inversion occurs in the NWs due to the very specific pn-junction position of
their architecture.
In conclusion, when using high aspect ratio structures, the passivation can result in
opposite results due to the small dimensions, as the depletion layers might come close to
the feature size.

Figure 1.6: Illustration of the carrier density profile in the NW of a solar cell based on high aspect
ratio NW arrays by Mallorquí et al. (2015). Depending on the passivation materials, the pn-junction
(dashed line: initial position) is moved and inversion regions with increased recombination might
occur [25].

1.4 Characterization of thin silicon
1.4.1 Capacitance methods: MOS devices
The surface physics of silicon can be studied by means of metal-oxide-silicon (MOS)
structures, as shown in Figure 1.7, left. This method gives access to the capacitance of
the layers which are a good mean to characterize the semiconductor/oxide interface trap
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density distribution [28]. One quantification approach of the interface trap density is
based on the the comparison of the ideal C-V graph with the measured C-V curves (i.e
non ideal). This is called the Terman method, using the full interface state method [28, 31,
38, 41].

Figure 1.7: Scheme of a typical metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) capacitor (left) with energy
band diagram without applied bias at equilibrium (V=0) (right). Courtesy of Sze et al. [38].

As can be seen on Figure 1.7, left, the contacting of the surface is necessary and is done
by metallic contacts (solid-state contacts) on flat MOS systems. However, on high aspect
ratio structures this is very tedious and imprecise which makes many characterization
methods unsuitable for nanostructured materials. The use of electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) to obtain the interface trap densities has been used widely for such materials. This method replaces the solid-state contacts with a highly conductive electrolyte,
which makes conformal electrical contact [27, 28]. The capacitance of the MOS device
changes depending on the applied DC voltage and is frequency dependent, as shown in
Figure 1.8. The electrolyte of high ion concentration blocks efficiently the semiconductor.

Basic relations As illustrated in Figure 1.9, under applied bias, three regimes can be
distinguished at a n-type semiconductor surface. (i) accumulation for V>0: close to the
surface the conduction-band edge E𝐶 bends downward, approaching the Fermi level and
as the carrier density depends exponentially on 𝛥𝐸 = 𝐸𝐶 − 𝐸 𝐹 , electrons accumulate
locally. (ii) depletion for V<0 : the bands bend upward under depletion of the majority
carriers. (iii) inversion under V0 : the bands bend stronger. As the intrinsic level crosses
over the Fermi level, locally the number of minority (holes) is larger than the number of
majority charge carriers. As an ideal MOS structure is considered, no Fermi-level bending
occurs and no current flows and 𝑑𝐸 𝐹 /𝑑𝑥 = 0. When the DC voltage is swept with a certain
frequency, then the semiconductor undergoes inversion, depletion, and accumulation
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Figure 1.8: C-V curve of a MOS structure undergoing inversion, depletion and accumulation for
a) low frequency (quadsistatic), b) intermediate frequency, c) high frequency [38].

with increasing voltage (versus reference electrode), as shown in Figure 1.8. For the low
frequency case, the capacitance increases anew as a thin inversion layer forms at the
interface [28, 38].
The semiconductor surface potential is defined as 𝛹𝑆 ≡ 𝛹𝑛 (𝑥 → 0) with respect to the
bulk (x = ∞) with:
𝐸𝑖 (𝑥) − 𝐸𝑖 (∞)
𝛹𝑛 (𝑥) ≡
(1.4)
𝑞
The Fermi-level is in flat-band condition, if 𝑉 = 0 where 𝛹𝑆 = 0. Depletion occurs when
𝛹𝑆 ∈ [𝛹𝐵𝑛 , 0], weak inversion when 𝛹𝑆 = 𝛹𝐵𝑛 and strong inversion when 𝛹𝑆 = 2𝛹𝐵𝑛 .
If 𝐶𝐷 is the semiconductor depletion layer capacitance, then the total capacitance can be
expressed as the two in series:
𝐶𝑖 𝐶 𝐷
𝐶=
(1.5)
𝐶𝑖 + 𝐶 𝐷
Where 𝐶𝑖 is constant for a certain thickness, 𝐶𝐷 depends both on the net charge distribution on the semiconductor surface, i.e the surface voltage 𝛹𝑆 and voltage drop, and the
measurement frequency. It can be expressed as C𝐷 ≡ 𝑑𝑄 𝑆 /𝑑𝛹𝑆 (differentiating the excess
surface charge with respect to the surface potential) [38, 41]. The capacitance and the
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Figure 1.9: Band diagram for ideal MIS capacitors with a n-type semiconductor in different
regimes: a) accumulation for V>0, b) depletion for V < 0, c) inversion for V0 [38].

density of interface traps are related as [31]:
𝐶𝑖𝑡 ≡

𝑑𝑄𝑖𝑡
= 𝑞 2 𝐷𝑖𝑡
𝑑𝛹𝑆

(1.6)

As the voltage increases, both, the depletion width 𝑊𝐷 and the surface potential 𝛹𝑆 ,
increase. The depletion width reaches a maximum when the strong inversion regime is
reached at 𝛹𝑆 = 2𝛹𝐵𝑛 [31].
Electrolyte-semiconductor surface dynamics When an electrolyte is in contact
with a semiconductor, the redox potential in the electrolyte and the Fermi energy in
the semiconductor align via band bending. For an n-type semiconductor with 𝐸 𝐹 >𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑥 ,
electrons are released from the semiconductor to the solution. The electron depleted
region of the semiconductor is called space charge (SC) layer within which the bands are
bent upwards to equilibrium with the increased 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑥 . In the electrolyte this charged
region is denoted the Helmholtz layer [45].
Energy states closest to the surface are able to transfer charges between the electrolyte and
the semiconductor. If a voltage is applied, then all the layers contribute: 𝛥𝑉 = 𝛥𝑉𝑆𝐶 + 𝛥𝑉𝐻
and the neutrality among exchanged charges requires: 𝑄𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑄 𝑆𝐶 + 𝑄 𝑆𝑆 . The total
capacitance of the interface can be expressed as:
1
𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡

=

1
1
+
𝐶𝑠𝑐 + 𝐶𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝐻

(1.7)

As applied by Meng (2017) and Mikulik (2018) et al., the circuit of a MOS capacitor with a
electrolyte replacing the metal gate simplifies to the solid-state case. The electrical double
layer capacitance is typically 10x greater than the oxide capacitance in these setups and
can be ignored [27, 28].
Hence, when looking at the dynamics between applied voltage and measured capacitance, information about the surface states (SS) can be extracted. For a semiconductor
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with a low density of surface states (𝐶𝐻  𝐶𝑆𝐶 ) and with 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑥 ∼ 𝐸 𝐹 (i.e 𝐶𝑆𝑆  𝐶𝑆𝐶 ),
the Mott-Schottky equation is derived, relating the interface capacitance to the electrode
potential [14, 44, 45]:


1
2
𝑘𝐵𝑇
=
· (𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 − 𝑉𝑓 𝑏 ) −
(1.8)
2
𝑒𝜖𝜖0 𝑁𝑑
𝑒
𝐶𝑠𝑐
2 vs. 𝑉 and fitting a line to the linear part of the graph, the flat band
By plotting 1/𝐶𝑆𝐶
potential can be extracted at its intersection with the V-axis and the slope gives the doping
level 𝑁𝑑 [12, 45]. The slope of the plateau is closely correlated to the density of surface
states. The bigger the slope, the fewer surface states and the smaller the depletion region,
and vice versa [45]. Hence this slope can be used for qualitative comparison of interface
trap states between among different.

1.4.2 Photoluminescence
With photoluminescence the near bandgap recombination radiation (photoluminescence)
after photoexcitation is measured. The band-to-band PL signal gives fundamental information about the absorption coefficient, radiative recombination coefficient and the
influence doping of the bandgap. Applied to photovoltaics, parameters like the diffusion
length of minority carriers can be extracted or the light trapping efficiency of plasmonic
structures can be evaluated [30]. Time-resolved (TRPL) or quasi-steady-state (QSSPL)
photoluminescence are both non-destructive and very sensitive techniques, adapted to
small and thin samples with the detection potential of low emission signals. In TRPL
the excess minority-carrier concentration can be measured as a function of time and
gives access to the transient decay of the photoluminescence signal, correlated to the
minority-carrier density. The latter is dependent on both, the carrier lifetime and the
diffusion rate and is thus structure dependent [2]. In QSSPL the radiative recombination
of continuously generated excess charge carriers is measured.
For bulk silicon, the effective lifetime can be written as [2]:
1
𝜏𝑃𝐿

=

1 2𝑆
+
𝜏𝐵 𝑑

(1.9)

With S the interface recombination velocity, d the active layer thickness and 𝜏𝐵 the bulk
lifetime.
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2.1 Fabrication of HUD thin silicon solar cells
The goal is to find a perfect passivation recipe on low n-doped CZ (001)-silicon wafers
and to reproduce it on thinned-down solar cells. First, the effects of HUD nanostructures
was to be studied on thick 500 𝜇m silicon. Then passivation layers of amorphous Al2 O3 ,
amorphous SiO2 , amorphous Si2 N3 and combinations thereof were to be tested on these
thick Si samples. The same recipes were to be then tested on diverse thin nanostructured
silicon samples. Finally, the most promising procedures were to be repeated on thinneddown silicon solar cells. The materials used are 10 𝜇m (University Wafer), 20 𝜇m (provider
not specified), 30 𝜇m (Virginia Wafers) and 500 𝜇m (Seifert Albert) moderately n-doped
(1015 cm−3 CZ dsp (001)-silicon wafers and finally, approximately 50 𝜇m thin IBC Si-solar
cells. Whereas the 10 and 30 𝜇m Si wafers were free-standing wafers of 1” diameter and
needed to be bonded onto quartz substrates, the 20 𝜇m Si wafers were already bonded by
PMMA onto 1 mm Si. As the backside of the thinned-down solar cells are protected by
parylene, processing temperatures shouldn’t exceed the degradation temperature of 250◦ C.

2.1.1 Bonding and debonding of thin-Si wafers
During the handling of the thin-Si wafers, air flow needs to be taken into account. It is
sufficient to make the wafers levitate and crash or bond statically somewhere. When the
wafers are bonded only with water to the substrate, the static attraction to the wafer box
was enough to lift the wafers from the substrate. To impede this, a piece of lens paper
(Salm en Kipp BV) was used as a protection.
1” thin-Si wafers The 10 and 30 𝜇m silicon wafers are very fragile and they were
bonded to a substrate before imprint. The mount of the spin-coater needs to be of perfect
surface quality in order to reduce the risks of breakage. If PMMA flows between the holder
and the wafer during the spin-coating, due to edge cracks for example, then the wafers
are most likely to break upon removal of the holder and could stay sticking partially to
the holder (Figure 2.1).
A 2” 1.5 mm thick quartz wafer was used as a carrier wafer. The procedure is shown
in Figure 2.2. The Si wafer was hold by vacuum suction while 400 nm PMMA were
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spin-coated on top. The carrier wafer was positioned gently and pressed lightly on the Si
wafer. The whole stack is then transferred to a hot plate and cured at 120◦ C for 4 minutes.
The difference in thermal expansion between both materials didn’t induce any cracking
and eventually even aided the detachment. The vacuum that held the carrier wafer to the
mount should release automatically after maximally a couple of minutes. Alternatively,
pressured nitrogen could be applied through the backside of the holder.

Figure 2.1: Incomplete debonding of a 30 𝜇m silicon wafer after an attempt to bond it to a carrier
quartz wafer.

Figure 2.2: Bonding procedure for thin-Si wafers. a) Vacuum-bonded 30 𝜇m Si wafer on a
customized mount. b) Bonding to a 1.5 mm thick quartz wafer after spin-coating of 400 nm PMMA.
c) Transfer of the whole stack. d) Curing of the stack up-side down at 120◦ C for 4 minutes. The
vacuum seal should release after a couple of minutes and the Si wafer remains bonded to the
quartz.

Successively, in order to debond the wafer from the quartz, it was left to sit in an acetone
bath for a couple of hours. Afterwards, by sliding it several times into water at a 45◦ angle
with respect to the surface, it should float up onto the water surface at once.
20 𝝁m thin-Si wafers As the 20 𝜇m were already bonded by PMMA to 1 mm Si, the
full stack could be cleaved in custom sized pieces. To do so, the wafers were nudged
deeply thin-Si on top. This yielded better edge quality than having the thin-Si on the
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bottom. Micro cracks were easily induced at the edges, making the wafer more prone to
breakage or loosing small debris. The samples were imprinted in the bonded state. For
debonding, an acetone bath was used again. However, as the substrate (thick Si) didn’t
have any excess area under the thin-Si, it couldn’t be grabbed with a pair of tweezers and
repetitively immersed in water until flotation. Hence, the debonding was done manually
immersed in water. The sample spent 24h upside-up in an acetone bath, dissolving the
PMMA. Then, the thin wafer was guided gently with a pair of tweezers onto the immersed
future substrate. The latter could afterwards be lifted and as the water evaporated, the 20
𝜇m wafer remained bonded. A faster method is debonding my thermal expansion. Some
of bonded samples have as well been passivated directly in order to see if the conformally
deposited oxide would hinder the debonding by acetone. This showed that by putting the
stack on a 250 ◦ C hotplate didn’t induce any cracks but smoothly debonded the thin-Si
within a couple of seconds instead. This however doesn’t dissolve and remove the residual
PMMA.

2.1.2 Imprinting: SCIL
The method presented has been developed under tedious analysis and step-by-step adaptation of the process by a previous group member. The final SCIL procedure is shown
in Figure 2.3. First, 250 nm solgel are spin-coated on the vacuum held sample. Then it
was transferred to a support that would allow free gliding (fixed and polished 4” Si wafer).
The stamp was placed carefully, well-oriented on the sample and pressure was applied
with a rolling motion of the thumb. After 9 minutes of evaporation time, the stack was
turned upside-down and the stamp was bent slightly until all the edges were detached.
The sample was removed at once with a pair of tweezers. The stamp was rinsed after each
use consecutively with water-ethanol-water and nitrogen dried. If small debris remained
stuck to the stamp, another mock stamping cycle can be done to remove it.
The stamped sample underwent three etching steps, using the Oxford 100 Cobra system.
First, the solgel and the PMMA were etched with a 120 s CHF3 step at 20◦ C, preceded by
a O2 plasma clean. Afterwards, the system was heated up to 60◦ C and the native oxide
was etched with a Cl2 step. Finally, the silicon was etched with HBr/O2 . The etch time
directly determines the depth of the final structure. 40 s of etch time aims roughly for 250
nm depth of the spinodal structure.
Last but not least, the solgel and PMMA were removed with an 1% HF dip for 90 s and the
final HUD structure was revealed. Initially, the lift off was supposed to be easily done by
a heated acetone bath. However, this didn’t work. Probably, the structure is too small and
the acetone cannot penetrate the trenches. Hence the more toxic and time consuming
method was chosen for this work.
The samples didn’t undergo any additional cleaning steps and the wafers were used
as-clean from the box. Base-pirana for instance modified the surface and different etching
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Figure 2.3: Manual SCIL printing procedure. a) Vacuum-bonded 500 𝜇m Si wafer on sample
holder. b) Spin-coating of 200 nm Solgel on the silicon sample. c) Orientation of the stamp. d)
Lowering of the stamp. Pressure is applied manually with a rolling motion of the thumb. After 9
minutes of evaporation time, the stamp can be removed.

results have been observed. The trade-off between perfect reproducibility from thick to
thin Si wafers and the risk of breakage of thin-Si due to additional steps needed to be
found.

2.2 Passivation Techniques
2.2.1 Deposition of amorphous Al2 O3 and annealing
After the 1% HF dip, the samples were stored for several days in the clean room. No
additional treatment or cleaning procedure was done prior to alumina deposition.
Al2 O3 was deposited by a home-built atomic-layer deposition system (ALD). The deposition of alumina occurs atomic layer by atomic layer in alternating self-limited surface
reactions. The chamber is filled successively with precursors, that react with the surface
till saturation. Each flush consists of a half-reaction. The deposition rate is 0.125 nm per
minute and is conformal even on high aspect ratio 3D structures [17]. The samples were
positioned on a hot plate at 250◦ C in the center of the chamber. The precursor used was
trimethylaluminium (Al(CH3 )3 , Sigma-Aldrich). One cycle consisted of a 20 ms vapor
pulse of Al(CH3 )3 , followed by a delay of 18 s, a pulse of 20 ms of water (MiliQ), another
delay of 18 s, before starting over again. The base pressure of the chamber was kept
at 1.1 mbar, controlled by an influx of N2 with respect to the vacuum pump. At these
temperatures the hydrogen content is 1-2%at [17].
The samples were annealed on a hot plate in air at 420◦ C for 10 min. The 20 𝜇m samples
were annealed loose without any carrier wafer. On the one hand, the glass carrier wafer
would have cracked at such high temperature and risked to break the thin-Si, on the other,
the PMMA and water bonds did not sustain the 250◦ C of the ALD and the thin-Si started
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to levitate. After annealing they were again bonded either by water or PMMA to a carrier
wafer.

2.2.2 Deposition of amorphous SiO2
Amorphous SiO2 was deposited by plasmonically enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD). The recipe consists of six steps. The main steps are an oxygen plasma clean (30
s at 150◦ C) to remove water and organic material from the sample surface, striking the
plasma (10 s at 150◦ C) and finally the deposition of a-SiO2 at 150◦ C (SiH4 and N2 O gas
flow of 4.9 and 13.1 sccm, respectively), yielding a deposition rate of 14-15 nm per minute.
The refractive index has been reported to follow literature values.

2.2.3 Deposition of SiN𝒙
SiN𝑥 was deposited by plasmonically enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The
recipe is very similar to the one used for a-SiO2 . The temperature of the chamber was kept
at 100◦ C throughout the whole process and the SiH4 and N2 O gas flow were kept at 15.0
and 14.2 sccm, respectively. The growth rate is 16-17 nm per minute. The composition of
the silicon nitride is Si3 N4 for a layer thickness of 250 nm. The refractive index is about
2.5% lower than literature values with an increasing deviation for thinner layers. An
average value of n𝑆𝑖 3 𝑁4 = 2 is taken.
The finally produced samples are listed in Table 2.1.
Si [𝜇m]
500 & 20
500
500 & 20
500
500 & 20
500 & 20
500 & 20

texture
flat & spinodal
flat & spinodal
flat & spinodal
flat & spinodal
flat & spinodal
flat & spinodal
flat & spinodal

500 & 20
500

flat & spinodal
flat

passivation
native
SiO2
SiO2
Al2 O3
Al2 O3
Al2 O3 + anneal
Al2 O3 + anneal
+Si3 N4
Si3 N4
TiO2

layer [nm]
5
10
5
10
10
10
+ 250
250
10

method
PECVD
PECVD
ALD
ALD
ALD + hotplate
ALD + hotplate
+ PECVD
PECVD
ALD

Table 2.1: Overview of the final passivation schemes. All samples have native oxide between the
passivation layer and the silicon.
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3.1 Evaluation of optical properties with UV-VIS
spectroscopy
The UV-VIS setup used is a Perkin Elmer LAMBDA 750 UV/VIS/NIR spectrophotometer.
The light source is a tungsten halogen lamp. High measurement stability is provided
through a double-beam, double-monochromator design [33]. A switch in monochromators
occurs at 860 nm, introducing some fluctuation in the collected data.
Two options are available to measure the absorption of a sample. First, the absorption is
measured directly by hanging the sample in the center of the integrating sphere. Whereas
this approach is very straight forward and accurate, a major drawback is poor beam
incidence area control on the sample. If only the front side or certain areas of the sample
want to be measured, the remaining of the sample needs to be covered.
In order to control the area exposed to the beam, the absorption can be calculated from
separate transmission and reflection measurements by placing the sample at the front or
back of the integrating sphere, respectively. Automatic baseline correction is available,
however the baseline measurements need to be defined differently.

3.1.1 Transmission measurement
In transmission mode, the sample was placed where the beam enters the integrating
sphere. An aluminium plate with a 6 mm hole was used to restrict the area of the sample
exposed to the beam. The side of the plate facing the integrating sphere was whitened with
a highly dispersive paint (labsphere 6080, theoretical reflective spectrum in Annex Figure
6.2), whereas the other in contact with the sample was covered with a non-conductive
polymeric black paint. An iris was placed at the focal point of the beam in order to
limit the beam diameter to fit the hole size. The baseline for 100% transmission (𝐼𝑇100% ) is
solemnly the hole plate, as shown in Figure 3.1, left. 0% transmission (𝐼𝑇0% ) is measured
by blocking the sample beam. During the measurement, the beam hits the sample and a
share of the transmitted light enters the integrating sphere through the hole. As the hole
is aligned with the iris-reduced beam and no important in-plane dispersion in the sample
is assumed, most of the transmitted light reaches the integrating sphere.
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Figure 3.1: UV-VIS transmittance measurement scheme with baseline correction and beam area exposure control with an aluminium hole plate. Left: Open hole corresponding to 100% transmittance
baseline measurement. Right: Sample measurement configuration.

Analytically this can be expressed as:

𝑇

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

=

𝐼𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 − 𝐼𝑇0%
𝐼𝑇100% − 𝐼𝑇0%

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

=

𝐼𝑇

(3.1)
𝐼0

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

Where 𝐼𝑇
corresponds to the true intensity transmitted by the sample after subtracting
any background light and 𝐼 0 the maximal light intensity reaching the integrating sphere.

3.1.2 Reflection measurement
In reflection mode, the sample was placed at the back of the integrating sphere at a small
constant angle with respect to the source. The hole plate was again placed accordingly to
the beam, the whitened face facing the integrating sphere. The baseline for 100% reflection
(𝐼𝑅100% ) was measured using a silver mirror (Thorlabs PF10-03-P01), shown in Figure 3.2,
center. The provider indicates a spectral reflectance of about 97%. Initially, 100% reflection
was measured using a piece of the same material the sphere is made from. However, when
measuring the reflection of the mirror with respect to the white piece, it proved 10% more
reflective and was therefore chosen as the reference. The holder of the mirror introduced
a 1 mm gap between the hole plate and the mirror surface. 0% reflection would ideally
be measured by open space (open hole, mimicking a black body), or, as suggested by the
provider, using a blackened hood over the sample. However, when measuring a black
tape with respect to the open space, a reflection of -100% was obtained. Therefore, a thick
layer of tape was used as 0% reflection (𝐼𝑅0% ) (Figure 3.2, left). When measuring the sample,
the same black tape is placed directly behind. Without tape the measured reflectance was
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Figure 3.2: UV-VIS reflectance measurement scheme with baseline correction and beam area
exposure control with an aluminium hole plate. Left: black tape for 0% reflectance baseline measurement. Center: Silver mirror for 100% reflectance. Right: Sample measurement configuration,
where black tape is placed behind the sample.

overestimated for very thin samples. The final configuration is shown in Figure 3.2, right.
Considering that 100% reflection is the sum of whatever is reflected by the open integrating
sphere (𝐼𝑅0% ) and the reflection of the mirror: 𝐼𝑅100% = 𝐼𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 + 𝐼𝑅0% , and the measured
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
intensity is the sum of the open integrating sphere and the sample: 𝐼𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 = 𝐼𝑅0% + 𝐼𝑅
,
then the relative measured reflectance is:
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠

𝑅

=

𝐼𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 − 𝐼𝑅0%
𝐼𝑅100% − 𝐼𝑅0%

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

=

𝐼𝑅
𝐼𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 + 𝐼𝑅0% − 𝐼𝑅0%

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

=

𝐼𝑅
𝐼𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝐼
= 𝑅
𝛼𝜆 · 𝐼0

(3.2)

Where 𝛼 𝜆 is the spectral reflectance of the mirror. The reflectance of the sample can be
expressed as: 𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 𝛼 𝜆 · 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 .

3.1.3 Comparison with analytical results
As a comparison to the experimental data, the stack of layers was simulated by implementing the Fresnel equations for an unpolarized and perpendicular incident light beam.
Three different scenarios were considered:
• Flat silicon: Si sandwiched between two semi-infinite air layers with n = 1
• Patterned silicon: Si + HUD layer with 280 nm thickness and refractive index
determined from equation 1.1, sandwiched between two semi-infinite air layers
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• The previous two cases + a dielectric layer with the respective refractive index.
For simplification, the spectral dependence of the refractive index for the passivation
layers was neglected. The filling fraction for the HUD spinodal structures were determined
from SEM images without tilt, using a pixel count feature of a image processing software,
as shown in the appendix, Figure 6.4.
The post-processing included a smoothing of the curves by doing an averaging over 10
points and a correction of non-perfect reflection of the silver mirror.

3.2 EIS and CV
3.2.1 Setup and measurement technique
Electrochemical impedance spectrometry (EIS) was conducted using a Potentiostat (SP300 by BioLogic) and a customized electrochemical cell. The cell offers two ways to
back-contact the samples. First, the sample can be directly contacted through a conductive
holder that is used to screw the sample into the cell until in tight contact with the O-ring
(Figure 3.3, left). This was ideal for 500 𝜇m silicon samples that wouldn’t break under the
minor tangential forces applied when screwed into tight contact with the O-ring. In this
setup the native oxide was scratched on the backside with a diamond tip and eutectic
InGa was applied for contacting. In order to improve the contact surface, a copper tape
stack was used in direct contact with the InGa.

Figure 3.3: EIS setup using a Ag/AgCl with 3M KCl solution as reference electrode and a platinum
coil as counter electrode. The electrolyte is a saturated KCl solution, in contact with the backcontacted sample connected to the working electrode. The solution is confined using a leak-proof
O-ring.

Second, the sample can be pressed against the O-ring by mounting the cell vertically onto
a conducting holder, as shown in Figure 3.3 (right). In this case, the forces acting upon
the sample are only vertical and this configuration is thus adapted for thin-Si. A with
30 nm Al covered silicon piece was used as a substrate. The Al was deposited with an
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E-beam system from Polyteknik. In contrast to the 500 𝜇m Si, on the thin Si the native
oxide on the back side needed to be removed chemically by HF, not mechanically. In
order to protect any layers deposited on the front side, a HF resist (Allresist, AZ1518 SX
AR-PC 5000/40) was spin-coated before the HF dip. Afterwards, a 30 nm Al layer was
deposited on the etched surface. Finally, the HF resist was removed in an acetone bath.
The Al-contacted thin-Si was bonded with water onto the Al-covered substrate. The latter
was sandwiched against the O-ring with four screws, tightened equally.
A three electrode scheme was used. The reference electrode used was an Ag/AgCl
(3M KCl) (BASI, RE-5B) and the counter electrode a platinum coil. Both electrodes were
immersed equally in a saturated KCl solution. The parameters for EIS were chosen as
described by Mikulik et al. (2018) and Meng et al. (2017) [27, 28]. The frequency range
for EIS was 1-100 kHz with an AC oscillation amplitude of 10 mV and 7 frequency steps.
By first conducting an IV-measurement, the substrate voltage range was determined for
every sample, such that no current would flow. The open-circuit potential was assessed
before starting the measurement. As the equipment run into technical issues by getting
stuck at random moments throughout the cyclic frequency swipes, single-frequency
measurements were done afterwards.

3.2.2 Analysis of the data
For the analysis of EIS data, different methods are being used. Essentially, they depend on
the frequency range accessible by the setup. The Low-Frequency Capacitance Method
uses the low-frequency equivalent circuit (Figure 3.4, c) [21, 38, 42], the High-Frequency
Method uses the high-frequency equivalent circuit (Figure 3.4, d) [23, 31, 38, 41] and the
High-Low-Frequency Capacitance Method is based on a combination of both [7, 32, 38].
It is often completed by conductance-voltage measurements for lifetime calculations [6, 7,
23, 27].
The EIS setup at hand has an upper limit of 200 kHz and the low frequency limit cannot
be reached. Hence, the high-frequency method by Terman is to be implemented [41]. In
order to understand the method, some basic relations shall be introduced here.

3.3 Measurement of Interface Traps in silicon using MOS
capacitors: the Terman method
The system of an insulator and semiconductor described by equation 1.5 can be extended
to an equivalent circuit, incorporating the influence of the interface trap states in silicon.
A capacitance 𝐶𝑖𝑡 and resistance 𝑅𝑖𝑡 are included, both functions of energy. The interfacetrap lifetime is defined as 𝜏𝑖𝑡 = 𝐶𝑖𝑡 · 𝑅𝑖𝑡 , describing the response of the traps to the applied
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frequency. In Figure 3.4, a the representative circuit is shown.

Figure 3.4: Equivalent circuits describing the MOS system including interface traps. 𝐶𝑖𝑡 and 𝑅𝑖𝑡 are
the capacitance and resistance associated with the interface traps. a) 𝐶𝑖𝑡 and 𝑅𝑖𝑡 in parallel with the
semiconductor depletion capacitance. b) Conversion into a frequency-dependent capacitance 𝐶𝑝
in parallel with frequency-dependent conductance 𝐺 𝑝 . c) Low-frequency limit. d) High-frequency
limit [38].

In the high-frequency limit, the influence of the interface trap states can basically be
ignored (Figure 3.4), as the traps cannot respond fast enough to the high frequency and
the analytical expression for the high-frequency capacitance 𝐶𝐻 𝐹 reduces to equation
1.5 [38]. For a certain depletion layer capacitance 𝐶𝐷 , the high frequency capacitance of
a MOS capacitor will be the same as that of an ideal capacitor without interface traps.
However, besides the effect of the two additional circuit elements 𝐶𝑖𝑡 and 𝑅𝑖𝑡 , the interface
traps affect as well indirectly 𝐶𝐷 . They take up some of the charges, that otherwise would
have been used to deplete the layer. Hence, 𝐶𝐷 is lowered, resulting in a lower surface
potential or less band bending. Therefore, the measured capacitance-voltage relation will
as well be altered in the high-frequency case [31, 38]. This causes a stretch and distortion
of the ideal C-V curve 3.5, left) [31].
𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 . Therefore,
At same band bending (surface voltage) 𝛹𝑆 , 𝐶𝐻 𝐹 will be the same as 𝐶𝐻
𝐹
𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 , can be determined, and the applied voltage
if 𝛹𝑆 , corresponding to a certain 𝐶𝐻
𝐹
𝑉 corresponding to the same 𝐶𝐻 𝐹 with traps measured, the band bending 𝛹𝑆 vs. 𝑉
relation can be established, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. There, all the information
about the interface trap level density is contained [31].

In order to express the change of the semiconductor surface voltage 𝛹𝑆 with respect to
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the density of interface traps, 𝛹𝑆 is isolated from the applied voltage using, equation 1.5:
𝑑𝛹𝑆
𝐶𝑖
=
𝑑𝑉
𝐶𝑖 + 𝐶𝐷 (𝛹𝑆 ) + 𝐶𝑖𝑡 (𝛹𝑆 )

(3.3)

And hence:
"
𝐶𝑖𝑡 (𝛹𝑆 ) = 𝐶𝐷

𝑑𝛹𝑠
𝑑𝑉

 −1

#
− 1 − 𝐶𝑆 (𝛹𝑆 )

(3.4)

And using equation 1.6 in 3.4, 𝐷𝑖𝑡 can be determined. This results in the analytical
expression:
"
#
 −1
𝐶𝑖 𝑑𝛹𝑆
𝐶𝐷
𝐷𝑖𝑡 = 2
−1 − 2
(3.5)
𝑞
𝑑𝑉
𝑞
For a certain 𝐶𝐷 -V plot, the band bending 𝛹𝑆 for silicon can be determined from theory
and equation 3.5 finally gives the interface trap state density 𝐷𝑖𝑡 .

Figure 3.5: Left: C vs. 𝑉 curve stretch due to the presence of interface trap states. Right: Illustration
of the implementation of the Terman high-frequency method, determining 𝛹𝑆 -𝑉 relation for the
calculation of the interface trap capacitance. Courtesy of Nicollian et al. (1982), p.328 [31].

3.3.1 Ideal 𝜳𝑺 vs. V curves for the high-frequency Terman method
In order to get the capacitance vs. surface potential curves (𝐶-𝛹𝑆 ), the NextNano software
package was used [4] in order to solve the 1D Schrödinger-Poisson equations. A great
tutorial is made available by the developers [10] and was adapted accordingly.
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The Si/passivation layer/electrolyte MOS capacitor was approximated as a Si/passivation
layer/Al MOS capacitor with a Schottky contact. For silicon with 10 nm of a-SiO2 a value
of 𝜙𝑏 = 0.7 eV was used as the Schottky barrier height [5]. The doping concentration
found via the Mott-Schottky plot, equation 1.8, was used as the number of charge carriers.
It was set to 1015 cm3 for the results presented. A similar approach is hinted by Mikulik et
al. (2018). The corresponding MOS capacitor is shown in Figure 3.6.
The outcome of the simulation was dependent of the gate voltage range. The voltage
range of (-6.0,0.0) V was chosen such that the potential with charge inversion was in
the middle of the range. The simulation gives the total charge per cm at every applied
voltage point. A partial derivative 𝜕𝑄/𝜕𝑉 allows to plot C-V. The surface potential can be
accessed by measuring the electrostatic potential at the semiconductor-oxide interface as
a function of applied 𝑉 , transcribing the values at x,y = (0,0). A 1D-slice is implemented
at the corresponding coordinates (x = 0, on a slice of 2 nm depth) [10].
In order to plot the curves for different insulators (dielectrics), the SiO2 thickness can be
scaled to an equivalent oxide thickness (𝑑𝑒𝑞 ) by expressing the SiO2 thickness relative to
𝜖 𝑆𝑖𝑂 )𝜖

2 0
(
the new insulator permittivity: 𝑑𝑒𝑞 = 𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑂 2 𝜖 ( 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟
) [13, 44, 45].

Figure 3.6: Implemented MOS capacitor for the simulation in the NextNano software package.

3.4 Lifetimes measurements
First, lifetimes were to be determined by photoluminescent decay measurements. The
device used is a LED-based PL system by greateyes (LumiSolarCell System). The setup is
very user friendly. The samples were simply be placed on the stage and the integration
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times were adjusted incrementally, starting from 1 s up to 60 s. The light source was
660 nm light source, hence far enough from the bandgap of silicon such that the silicon
bandgap transitions can be excluded.
The detected PL signal was very small even with long integration times. Hence a antireflection filter was used in order to access the tail of the signal.
Another attempt was made with a system from SemiLab (WT-2000), operating with
microwaves, detecting the photoconductance decay carrier lifetimes. The sample is
lifetime-mapped with a laser wavelength of 904 nm. However, due to diverse technical
discrepancies, the the system is not able to give absolute lifetimes, but serves still to give
a relative lifetime comparison between sample regions.
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4.1 Fabrication of the samples
4.1.1 SCIL fabrication and etch parameters
The SCIL process was very straight forward and easily assimilated. Nevertheless, small
errors can occur at every step and every sample should be checked on depth and quality
before further processing. Figure 4.1 shows one unsuccessful imprint, where the edges
are not sharp and the etching seems to have rounded the corners. This could be due to
insufficient solgel height after spin-coating for example. As a consequence, the breakthrough etch of 120 s might be too long, leaving the edges already rounded and exposing
facets that would be etched quicker during the direction selective Si etch with HBr.
The etch parameters were defined as 120s CHF4 + 40s HBr/O2 + 90s HF after having done
a HBr time comparison of 70 and 40 s. 40 s HBr silion etching yielded around 240 ± 20
nm depth for the 20 𝜇m and 500 𝜇m silicon and was chosen as the standard etch time for
all the samples. The depths were determined by mean of tilted SEM images (30◦ ). The HF
times were studied in a 1% HF dip series as shown in Figure 4.2, increasing the time from
45 to 105 s (a-d). The pattern wasn’t influenced by the dipping neither in aspect ratio, nor
in edge quality. Apparently, 40 s HF dip is enough to remove all the solgel. As the silicon
doesn’t seem influenced by the HF step, longer HF times were maintained such that no
residual solgel was risked if during spin-coating the layers resulted thicker for example.
The 10 and 20 𝜇m silicon samples that were bonded to a carrier wafer, were more
difficult to image. More charging of the surface made it harder to have a good image
acquisition. Furthermore, since the carrier wafers were larger than the imaged 500 𝜇m
samples and spanned often over two carbon tape pieces for fixation. This resulted in
important drift as the residual elastic deformation in the tape was relaxing. Nevertheless,
the depth and quality of the HUD pattern were perfectly reproduced on the thin-Si wafers.

4.1.2 Passivation of the samples
Imaging of the passivated layers was used only for occasional quality control. In Figure
4.3 a sample with 250 nm Si3 N4 is shown. The deposition of SiN𝑥 is novel for this PECVD
setup and the deposition of thin layers needs to be further explored. Namely, the increasing
deviation in refractive index with decreasing layer thickness suggests that the deviation
in stoichiometry might increase and the optical properties no longer are guaranteed.
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Figure 4.1: Unsuccessful spinodal pattern after SCIL imprint of a 500 𝜇m Si sample and etch
process: 120s CHF4 + 40s HBr/O2 + 90s HF.

The relatively thick Si3 N4 layer resulted clearly in a greenish appearance (appendix
Figure 6.5). The handling of the ALD system was as well straight forward. However, the
system needed often several restarts as it struggled with the connection to all sensors and
control devices. The passivation of thin-Si samples was a bit trickier. It was apparent that
20 𝜇m Si samples, that were bonded by PMMA to the carrier wafer, as well as the water
bonded samples would start to levitate under the influence of the heat of the chamber
and the important air flows of pumping/flushing, displacing them all over the hot plate
(appendix Figure 6.5). The ALD chamber isn’t in a clean environment and contamination
is unavoidable.
The thin wafers were surprisingly resistant to the manipulations and a wast majority
survived. Most wafers broke during debonding when surface tensions were involved.
That was enough to induce cracks. Grabbing them with tweezers when they were dry,
was a rather safe way to handle them.

4.2 Optical properties and absorption measurements
The black body corresponding to 0% reflection was first imitated by a cavity. However,
in the setup at hand, back reflection was an issue and the open cavity didn’t "absorb"
all the light. Tests were done with black tape that was used for beam blocking, too.
Indeed, the tape compared to the cavity decreased the reflectance by 100%. When testing perfectly reflective materials for 100% reflectance, the provided white cavity cover
was used. However, when measuring it with respect to a silver mirror, only about 85%
reflectance were measured. The quality of the white paint was hence much lower than
indicated by the provider. That’s why the black tape and silver mirror were chosen to
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Figure 4.2: HF dip series for different times following the standardized etch process: 120s CHF4 +
40s HBr/O2 . a) 45 s HF, b) 60 s HF, c) 75 s HF, d) 105 s HF

make baseline corrections. The spectral reflectivity data provided by the producer of the
mirror was interpolated to match the resolution of the acquired sample data for correction.
The transmission spectrum of the carrier wafers for the was used to correct for thin-Si
samples. Figure 4.4 compares the absorbance spectra of spinodal and flat 500 𝜇m (left)
and 20 𝜇m (right) silicon samples, unpassivated. The shaded area shows the increase in
absorbance due to patterning, accounting for 24.8% and 9.5% for the thick and thin-Si,
respectively. The shape of the curve matches Figure 1.3 by Tavakoli et al. (2020) and the
difference is likely due to the missing ARC coating. The improvement in absorbance due
to the the HUD patterning is three times bigger for the 500 𝜇m than the 20 𝜇m silicon. A
bigger percentage of the back-reflected and trapped light is effectively absorbed in the
thicker Si. The influence of 10 nm SiO2 or Al2 O3 on the absorbance lies within the error
of the equipment, hence the layers are too small to have a significant influence on the
optical properties. 10 nm SiO2 for example increase the absorbance by 2% for the spinodal,
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Figure 4.3: Spinodal pattern after SCIL imprint of a 500 𝜇m Si sample and etch process: 120s CHF4
+ 40s HBr/O2 + 90s HF and 240 nm PECVD Si3 N4 deposition.

and decreases it by 1% for the flat samples. The measurements are stable and deliver very
constant values. This agrees with the results calculated with the Fresnel equations.

Figure 4.4: UV-VIS spectra of flat and spinodal texturing of 260 nm depth and 0.66 filling fraction
for 500 𝜇m and 20 𝜇m silicon. The shaded area represents 24.8% and 9.5% for the thick and thin Si,
respectively.

Figure 4.5 shows the measured absorbance against theoretical values when implementing the Fresnel equation for a layered stack with a non-polarized beam with normal
incidence. The band transition at 1100 nm for silicon is well visible for the 500 𝜇m Si
sample. The drop in absorbance in this region is less pronounced for the thin-Si, nevertheless visible. The decreased efficiency in absorbance in the range of 800 - 1000 nm is
well distinguished by the flattening curve, when compared to the 500 𝜇m Si. This is in
agreement with the moderate absorbance of Si due to its indirect bandgap. When looking
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at the spectrum for thin-Si (right), it can be observed that the measured spinodal curve
has a clear drop around the bandgap. This is not predicted by the theoretical curve, where
the spinodal structure is simply modelled with a uniform refractive index. Hence, the
HUD pattern improves the absorption for energies close to the bandgap.
The absorbance, mainly for the thick silicon, doesn’t drop to zero for energies lower than
the bandgap and predicted by theory (Figure 4.5). This means that reflectance or/and
transmittance are overestimated for longer wave lengths. The measured flat silicon spectra
agree very well with the results from the online calculator by Filmetrics [8]. An example
is shown in appendix, Figure 6.6. Hence, the calibration of the setup is correct and the
data collected for the HUD samples should be reliable. Furthermore, the 30% of reflection
for wavelengths above the bandgap in spinodal samples has been measured for another
sample, too. Thus, it is likely not due to the samples alone. This residual reflection (and
absorption) is more pronounced in thick than in thin HUD Si. This could be due to the
orientation of the light incident on the sample. In transmission mode, the light arrives
with 0◦ angle of incidence and the thickness of the cavity plate might not play any role. In
reflection mode, the diffuse light from the integrating sphere should be cancelled out with
the baseline correction, whereas the reflected light from the sample might interfere with
the thickness of the metallic cavity plate and cause an overestimation of the reflection.
The theoretical curves show the interference between the stack of layers, introduced by
modeling the HUD by a homogeneous layer (refractive index equation 1.1). The increase
of the absorbance due to the spinodal structure agree with Tavakoli et al.. For the 20 𝜇m Si,
the oscillation follows nicely the measured curve for lower wavelengths. In the region of
the band gap, the measured values are much higher than those suggested by calculation,
again probably related to the overestimation of reflectance.

Figure 4.5: UV-VIS spectra of flat and spinodal texturing of 2400 nm depth and 0.66 filling fraction
for 500 𝜇m and 20 𝜇m silicon compared to a three layer stack
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4.3 Surface state density measurements
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data was collected successfully for native
and 10 nm SiO2 passivated spinodal and flat 500 𝜇m silicon. A piece of 10 𝜇m silicon
was successfully etched with HF and bonded to a Al-covered silicon wafer. This was the
only sample that was measured with the setup shown on Figure 3.3 on the right. All
other samples have been tested with the mounting system on the left. Several measurement cycles were conducted on 500 𝜇m samples and the results were reproducible in
terms of magnitude of 𝐶 −2 , however a voltage shift in the order of 10−2 V was observed.
This is within the variation of the open circuit potential. 𝐸𝑂𝐶 was always subject to
variation, although mostly steady at the order of 10−2 V. This was the case for two different electrodes tested. Once it averaged to -0.36 ± 0.01 V over 90 s of measurement
time. Another time it was steady at -0.55 ± 0.03 V with a decreasing tendency before
the measurement. After the measurements it was verified and found to be -0.38 ± 0.01
V. Whereas the measured capacitance was consistent, the effective voltage, although expressed with respect to the substrate, might be subject to some offset in the order of 10−2 V.
The IV curve measured for annealed 10 nm Al2 O3 on Si showed that outside the range
of (-1.2, +0.2) V with respect to Ag/AgCl (V vs. 𝐸𝑂𝐶 ), there would be leakage current and
strong hydrogen evolution for more negative voltages. However, when performing single
frequency measurements at 100 kHz, no depletion pas visible in this region. Indeed, on
the search of the limit of the system, a decrease in capacitance could be observed between
2.0 and 4.1 V vs. 𝐸𝑂𝐶 . This range even seemed variant, as for several measurements it was
shifted by about 0.8 V. Generally, the range of no net current found by I-V measurements,
wasn’t coherent with the EIS measurements. The range needed to be readjusted for every
run.
As for 10 nm Al2 O3 (annealed) + 250 nm Si3 N4 covered silicon, the IV curve showed no
leakage current in the range of (-0.6, +0.4) V vs. 𝐸𝑂𝐶 . When EIS measurements at 100 kHz
were performed, a drastic decrease in capacitance seemed to occur in a small voltage range
around 3.4 or 4.0 V vs. the reference electrode, if the measurement was rebooted at these
voltages. However, if the range was adjusted such that the apparent depletion region was
entered by increasing voltage, then no decrease in capacitance was observed anymore.
Probably this is due to the charging of the surface and oxide capacitance that happens
incrementally, forming the space charge region. If high voltages are applied directly,
then the charge carriers in the surface layers couldn’t follow fast enough. This agrees
with what has been observed when the system got stuck; When the measurements were
rebooted at the same voltage, not the same capacitance was measured. There was actually
an off-set in the order of 10−2 V, indicating that the surface capacitance first needs to charge.
Figure 4.6 shows the C−2 -V curves for two single frequency measurements (50 and 100
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kHz) for flat and spinodal 500 𝜇m Si with native oxide. For high negative potentials, the
substrate surface is in accumulation and no space charge regions are present. There the
capacitance corresponds to the passivation and interfacial oxide layer [44]. For both, the
capacitance is lowest at 0.03 𝜇Fcm−2 . The minimum capacitance for spinodal 500 𝜇m Si
with native oxide and native + 10 nm SiO2 is for both 0.02. The same is shown in Figure 4.7
for a full multi-frequency measurement 1-100 kHz for additionally 10 nm SiO2 passivated
silicon. The capacitance increases (C−2 -V decreases) as the voltage increases and the
space charge region broadens. The order of magnitude of the capacitances found agrees
with literature [27, 28, 44]. As the surface goes through depletion, a large dispersion of
the curves is observed. At higher frequency, the capacitance increases (C−2 decreases)
at lower bias. This behavior is in agreement with Meng et al. (2017), indicating a high
density of interface traps. Furthermore, they report as well a characteristic bump due to
charging/discharging of interface traps that hence contribute to the capacitance. This
cannot be observed in any of the measured curves. Chen et al. (2012) suggest that the
dispersion, approaching the accumulation region, is due to bulk-oxide traps. The bumps
they observe in the inversion region closer to depletion, do not have any frequencydependent dispersion and are hence associated with surface traps [6]. A similarly large
dispersion is observed for all the samples.
Using the Mott-Schottky equation, the doping density 𝑁𝑑 and flatband potential 𝑉𝑓 𝑏 have
been extracted for the multi-frequency measurements. The numerical values for 1 and
100 kHz are reported in Table 4.1. The tendencies are visualized in Figure 4.8 for 𝑁𝑑
on the left side, and for 𝑉𝑓 𝑏 on the right side. For the flatband potential, the trend is
clear. With increasing frequency, the flatband potential is decreasing for all the samples,
flat and spinodal, with and without additional SiO2 . The fact that there’s a frequency
dependence indicates the high density of surface states for all the samples. Low-frequency
measurements were performed at shorter intervals and it’s visible, that in this region, the
flatband potential drops quicker. For low frequencies, the surface charges have time to
respond and influence the Fermi level of the semiconductor. For high frequencies on the
other hand, they are more immobilized and the flatband potential stabilizes. The slopes
seem very similar and no conclusion can be made about the evolution of the density of
states between the samples.
When looking at the evolution of the density of dopants (left), for all but the spinodal
with additionally SiO2 the number increases. As stated by Zhang et al. (2007), the bigger
the slope, the fewer surface states and the smaller the depletion region [45]. The slopes
are all very similar, with the flat Si passivated with SiO2 being a bit steeper towards
high frequencies. Hence the passivation might reduce the amount of surface states. The
spinodal + native oxide has the lowest doping density, indicating a lower density of surface
states.
For the maximum frequency attainable with the potentiostat at hand (200 kHz), the
change of 𝑁𝑑 and 𝑉𝑓 𝑏 was slower, however no plateau was yet reached. The frequency, at
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Figure 4.6: 𝐶 −2𝑐𝑚 −2 vs. bias measurements for different frequencies and surface textures (left:
flat, right: spinodal) obtained with EIS. The dashed lines are the tangents of the depletion regions
of the MOS capacitors.

which the defects couldn’t follow anymore, wasn’t reached yet. Therefore, frequencies
up to 1 MHz are mostly used. Nevertheless, at 100 kHz the total capacitance is nearly
frequency independent and free from the contribution of traps, which is in agreement
with [6].
The order of magnitude of the doping density seems reasonable with the indicated (large!)
resistivity range of 1-20 𝛺 and corresponds to the silicon of the thinned-down solar cells.
The surface texture and aspect-ratios change a lot between the thick dielectric layer of
SiN𝑥 and the thinner oxide layers. Capacitive differences might be expected due to defects
and altered interaction between the dielectric and electrolyte interface. However, as a
consequence of the of the highly concentrated (saturated) KCl solution, the Debye length
is very small. Any possible capacitance would be much larger than the oxide capacitance.
Defects at the passivation layer-KCl interface are localized adjacent to the solid-liquid
interface and hardly influence the MOS capacitance [27]. This makes EIS with electrolyte
contacts a very stable method for high-aspect ratio structures.
The setup at hand had some limitations. Due to a technical issue, the potentiostat
or software were stopping at random moments of the measurement and most multifrequency cycles couldn’t be completed. This didn’t change when varying the amount of
measurement points, voltage range, etc. As discussed above, there was a voltage off-set
after rebooting and the curves couldn’t be patched together. Further, the reported wide
voltage ranges [6, 25, 27] couldn’t be reached with this setup. This is shown in Figure 6.7
in the annex, where the full range of -1.5 V to 0.5 V vs. the reference electrode is shown.
Strong hydrogen evolution was the consequence if exceeding the narrow V-range. The
zoom-in shows the range studied for example in Figure 4.7. The surface was damaged
due to important hydrogen evolution and it was a rather slow process to look for the
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Figure 4.7: Multi-frequency EIS measurements of 500 𝜇m Si samples with flat (left) and spinodal
(right) surface; 𝐶 −2 vs. gate voltage (applied-E𝑂𝐶 for a frequency range of 1-100kHz. Upper row:
native + 10 nm of SiO2 , lower row: native SiO2 . The gate voltage 𝑉𝑔 is with respect to the substrate.

depletion voltage range without exceed it excessively. Finally, the instability of the open
circuit potential made the measurements somewhat unreliable.

4.4 Minority carrier lifetimes measurement
The photoluminescence lifetime mapping didn’t give any significant signal for integration
times between 1 and 60 s. Several samples have been tested, passivated, patterned and
thick/thin ones, without any difference. Afterwards a quick test was done on a standard silicon wafer from the lab, covered with 6 nm Al2 O3 and annealed at 600 ◦ C after a
standard RCA1, RCA2 clean. An expected silicon response was registered and thus the
functionality verified. After the insertion of the filter, used to filter out the reflection
that might be dominating the weak PL signal, still no response from the samples was found.
A photoconductance lifetime mapping was therefore attempted. The resulting color
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frequency (kHz)
100
1
100
1
100
1
100
1

texture
flat
flat
spinodal
spinodal
flat
flat
spinodal
spinodal

passivation
native SiO2
native SiO2
native SiO2
native SiO2
10 nm SiO2
10 nm SiO2
10 nm SiO2
10 nm SiO2

N𝑑 [#a/cm3 ]
1.62 ·1015
1.10 ·1015
5.55 ·1014
3.60 ·1014
1.38 ·1015
9.72 ·1014
8.21 ·1014
1.10 ·1015

V 𝑓 𝑏 [mV]
0.02
0.15
0.02
0.17
0.04
0.18
0.08
0.19

Table 4.1: Flatband potential (V 𝑓 𝑏 ) and doping density (N𝑑 ) determination with the Mott-Schottky
equation 1.8 from EIS data collected for flat and spinodal 500 𝜇m silicon samples for different
frequencies. The flatband potential is given with respect to the substrate.

scale image shown in Figure 4.9 doesn’t give access to absolute lifetime values. A relative
comparison between samples is however possible. Figure 4.9 shows the lifetime map
obtained via photoconductance decay measurements for low lifetimes in the order of 1
ms. Samples 1.-4. are 500 𝜇m flat Si samples with passivation layers: 10 nm SiO2 , native
oxide, 10 nm Al2 O3 (annealed), 10 nm Al2 O3 (annealed) + 250 nm Si2 N3 (increasing order).
No relevant difference in lifetimes is visible. Samples 5.-8. are 500 𝜇m spinodal Si samples
with passivation layers: 10 nm SiO2 , 10 nm Al2 O3 (annealed), 10 nm Al2 O3 (annealed) +
250 nm Si2 N3 , native oxide (increasing order). On samples 5. and 6. a hint of a decrease in
lifetimes for the patterned area can be made out. Over all, they seem to have a decreased
lifetime compared to the 1.-4. Contrarily, sample 7. couldn’t be distinguished from the
unpatterned reference samples. Sample 8, which is a native oxide covered spinodal sample,
has overall higher lifetimes (even higher than the underlying commercial IBC solar cell)
and has as well a hint of decreased lifetimes in the spinodal area. This agrees with the
observation from EIS data, that the number of dopants is lowest for this sample (Figure 4.8),
indicating reduced interface trap states. However, as the used wafer had a large resistivity
range, the sample could simply be a wafer region with lower doping concentration. 9.&
10. are 20 𝜇m Si samples with native silicon, flat and spinodal, respectively. They seem to
have lifetimes in the same order of samples 5. and 6.
The silicon samples with 𝑁𝑑 in the order of 1015𝑐𝑚 −3 are moderately doped and the
intrinsic bandgap is reduced [30]. The PL spectrum is shifted to lower energies and
might not be detected sufficiently anymore. However, with the added filter even very low
intensities should have been detected. The conclusion is, that the lifetimes are very short.
The operator denoted them "dead". The laser of the CL equipment has a wavelength of
904 nm, which corresponds to a penetration depth of 3.6 𝜇m in silicon (37 % of it’s initial
intensity). Hence the method is surface selective and should be adapted for the 20 𝜇m
silicon samples, too. It is thus coherent, that the thin-Si samples show similar lifetimes as
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of the number of dopants 𝑁𝑑 (left) and the flatband potential 𝑉𝑓 𝑏 (right)
with respect to changing measurement frequency, extracted from the Mott-Schottky plots on
Figure 4.7 and 4.6, using equation 1.8.

the thick-Si, if both have a similar surface quality, composition, or contamination. The PL
images are not conclusive and no coherent tendency is observed.
The spinodal samples all underwent HF etching and had thus had their surface contamination and native oxide thoroughly removed. The spinodal sample that has just regrown
its native oxide at the surface after the removal by HF, might have the highest effective
lifetimes because it’s surface contamination is minimal. On the other hand, the samples
that had been passivated afterwards might have suffered heavier contamination than
anticipated throughout the process and have a great decrease in lifetimes.

This brings new importance to contamination control and the importance of cleaning.
The native oxide was not removed before the deposition of additional passivation layers.
The native oxide has proven beneficial for the initiation of the growing layers and the good
quality interface with the silicon. The PECVD process is initiated by a 𝑂 2 plasma clean,
which activates the surface simultaneously. However, the samples have already been
inspected by SEM in an uncontrolled environment. As it comes to the ALD samples, the
surface has not been activated by plasma as recommended, which might induce defects.
Furthermore, with the purpose of having the same conditions for the thin and thicker Si
wafers, the systematic RCA1/RCA2 clean was skipped for the reasons that it altered the
etching parameters due to surface modification and that the thin wafers were too prone
to breakage. This is definitely sub-optimal in order to avoid surface trap states.
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Figure 4.9: Relative lifetime map obtained via photoconductance decay measurements for low
lifetimes in the order of 1 ms. (1.-4.) 500 𝜇m flat Si samples with passivation layers: 10 nm SiO2 ,
native oxide, 10 nm Al2 O3 (annealed), 10 nm Al2 O3 (annealed) + 250 nm Si2 N3 (increasing order).
(5.-8.) 500 𝜇m spinodal Si samples with passivation layers: 10 nm SiO2 , 10 nm Al2 O3 (annealed),
10 nm Al2 O3 (annealed) + 250 nm Si2 N3 , native oxide (increasing order). (9.& 10.) 20 𝜇m Si with
native silicon, flat and spinodal, respectively. The figure on the right is a draft where the spinodal
areas are highlighted by the texture. The corresponding photograph can be found in the appendix
(Figure 6.5.

4.5 Terman method and NextNano
A major focus was on understanding how to quantitatively compare the EIS measurements.
Therefore, figuring out how to apply the high-frequency Terman method merited some
attention. It was very surprising that, although very widely used, no one provided the
ideal curves used for the comparison with the measured ones. Neither was it explained,
how to simulate them, i.e what parameters have been used. It remains a black box still.
This gives insights in how reporting has changed with the granted access to databases and
simulation tools. Detailed information appears to be superfluous. This is in contrast to the
work by Goetzberger et al. (1966), who published a collection of 𝛹𝑠 -V curves, because the
access to data wasn’t granted. Calculating ideal data isn’t simple because many parameters
of the material need to be known beforehand. Chen et al. (2012) for example adapted the
Schottky-barrier height (gate work function) such that the it crossed over the 1-MHz data
at the inversion point in the depletion region. Hence, assuming the 1-MHz as quasi-ideal,
as the trap states can’t follow the high frequency.
Extracting the relation between surface potential and capacitance was therefore done
with the NextNano software package for only one case, namely 10 nm SiO2 on n-type
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silicon. The results are shown in Figure 4.10. The graphs in the top row, i.e Q𝑡𝑜𝑡 vs. V𝑔 and
𝛹𝑆 vs. V𝑔 were directly extracted from the simulation. The total charge carriers designates
the amount of charge carriers (-p+n) per cm of substrate, hence are multiplied by the
substrate thickness and divided by the area in order to get coherent units with the EIS
data. The graphs in the lower row have afterwards been calculated from the two above.

Figure 4.10: Results of the NextNano simulation for a n-type silicon with doping density of
1015 cm−3 for a MOS capacitor like represented in Figure 3.6, including a SiO2 layer of 10 nm
thickness. The top row (Qtot vs. Vg and surface potential 𝛹𝑆 vs. Vg) are extracted directly from
the simulation, the lower row (C vs. Vg and C vs. 𝛹𝑆 ) are obtained by differentiation of the Qtot
vs. Vg plot. The C vs. 𝛹𝑆 plot can be used as an ideal plot for the high-frequency Terman method,
not including any interface trap states.

The surface potential 𝛹𝑠 and the capacitance are both in the right order of magnitude
[13, 28]. These ideal curves represent roughly the flat 500 𝜇m silicon sample with native
SiO2 . However, capacitance range of the simulation (0.0-0.2 𝜇Fcm−2 ) is roughly 3x smaller
than the measured one (0.0-0.6 𝜇Fcm−2 , appendix Figure 6.8). Considering that the native
oxide is thinner than the assumed 10 nm, the simulated capacitance is even overestimated.
A superposition like in the ideal case shown in Figure 3.5 is definitely not yet possible.
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This underlines the difficulty to obtain representative curves, as the real MOS capacitor
can deviate largely from the ideal case. The high-frequency method is indeed not preferred
for not being very accurate. Compared to the high-low frequency method, it’s more prone
to errors. All the methods are based on fitting and separating capacitances. Furthermore,
the doping profile needs to be known as exactly as possible, which is one of the unknowns
or can only be approximated through the Mott-Schottky approach for example. Due
to non-uniform charge distribution along the interface with the oxide could alter the
calculated surface capacitance. There, EIS is beneficial because of the large and good
contact area of the electrolyte with the high-aspect ratio surface structure. Furthermore,
true high-frequency curves need to be measured. In the case of 100-200 kHz, it has been
discussed above, that this frequency might not be high enough yet in order to avoid the
contribution from interface states [31].
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With the purpose of showing the efficiency of surface passivation approaches on high
aspect ratio HUD thin-Si solar cells, the process has been broken down into three main
steps: 1) Comparing the most common surface passivation techniques on 500 𝜇m Si,
patterned and flat. 2) Repeat some of the approaches on 10, 20 and 30 𝜇m Si wafers,
patterned and flat. 3) Reproduce the most promising recipes on thinned-down IBC Si solar
cells. The optical properties were tested by UV-VIS. The minority charge carrier lifetimes
with PL measurements. The presence and density of surface trap states was assessed by
implementing EIS characterization. The pattern and surface quality was verified by SEM.
The HUD structures were produced with a Substrate Conformal Imprint Lithography
(SCIL) process, facing all the perks of handling brittle and lightweight thin-silicon wafers.
The surface passivation techniques used were atomic layer deposited (ALD) Al2 O3 and
a-SiN𝑥 and a-SiO2 evaporated via plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD).
All the fabrication and characterization steps have been failed, adapted and tested
successfully on thick and thin Si samples. For 500 𝜇m Si samples, one generation of
samples has been fabricated and characterized successfully. PL minority charge carrier
lifetime measurements result in very low lifetimes, suggesting important contamination.
This is in agreement with the large dispersion of the Mott-Schottky plots in the depletion
region measured by EIS, which is a sign for many surface states and fixed oxide charges.
A strong frequency dependence of the flatband potential and doping density has been
observed for all the samples, including the flat 500 𝜇m Si sample covered with native
oxide. It’s low lifetimes for a moderately n-doped silicon suggest that the initial wafer
batch might already have been issue to contamination. A HF-etched sample with regrown
native oxide showed the highest lifetimes. The qualitative comparison of the PL and EIS
data didn’t allow to identify any trends in the effect of passivation on flat and patterned
samples.
The quantitative evaluation of the EIS data requires a set of ideal capacitance vs. surface
potential curves for every doping concentration and oxide thickness. Even though a lot
of work is based on the so called Terman method, the origin or the generation of such
idealized curves remains a black box. First attempts have been undertaken to generate
these with the NextNano software package.
A series of passivation techniques has been done on 20 𝜇m Si samples. Due to time
restrictions they have not yet been bonded to a conductive substrate (Al-covered silicon)
in order to back-contact them in EIS measurements. The process of HF-etching a thin-Si
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wafer one-sided and water-bond it to the conductive substrate has been tested successfully.
Consecutively, EIS has been performed and the process has been validated.
Initially, the main focus should have been on the surface passivation of the samples.
Besides that the SCIL procedure was only ready to manufacture samples in the last third
of the project, much time was as well needed to make the characterization techniques operational for silicon samples. Whereas EIS has not been performed yet withing the group,
many issues took time to resolve. This includes the malfunctioning of the potentiostat in
multi-frequency measurements. Technical support should have been sought directly in
order to accelerate the data acquisition. The UV-VIS measurements needed to be adapted,
too, as the standard procedures used by other operators weren’t compatible with the
samples at hand. After many discussions it was concluded, that no silicon compatible
laser/detector equipment was available on site and that the PL measurements needed to
be done externally. Due to the sanitary situation, their organization was very slow and
inflexible.
It was eye-opening to experience the lead times for highly specialized products. A drawn
conclusion is, that the implementation of a research project is very time consuming. A
period of six months for a project abroad, where the techniques and scientific knowledge
need to be initially acquired, is very short. Let alone, if everything is slowed down by the
current sanitary situation. In this context, it would have been even more important to
discuss issues and further steps on a daily basis as.
As a follow-up, the 20 𝜇m Si samples should be bonded and analyzed with EIS. As
for the 500 𝜇m Si samples, a new batch and passivation series should be produced and
characterized. Special attention should be payed to external contamination and a standard
RCA1/RCA2 procedure should be done before any passivation step. Regardless of the thinSi sample handling. With the soon-to-arrive HF vapor equipment, the cleaning and native
oxide removal will be facilitated enormously for thin-Si samples. For the characterization,
a quantitative comparison of EIS data will need to suffice at first. Combined with results
from PL, the high-frequency method can be applied for a selected amount of samples with
generated ideal curves. With the setup at hand, low-frequency data cannot be generated
and hence the other methods cannot be used. An interesting alternative could be the
implementation of the conductance method, which works great for high aspect ratio
structures and is estimated to deliver more precise results. Instead of working with the
difference between to capacitances, the conductance is measured and directly related to
the interface traps. The methods at hand are compatible with the thinned-down solar
cells in terms of handling and temperature and should be easily adapted.
It could be interesting to study the surface of the passivated structures with AFM in order
to determine the surface quality. Trials led to the breakage of the tips, hence the correct
parameters need to be studied first.
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Introduction

Figure 6.1: Complex refractive index of silicon, based on data from Schinke et al. (2015) [1]

Methods
Filling fraction determination with ImageJ
In order to determine the filling fraction of the spinodal pattern, SEM image were analyzed
with the freeware ImageJ. First, images are converted into 16-bit type >Image>Type>16-bit.
Then the coloring was adjusted in order to get a two-color image >Image>Adjust>Threshold.
Then the areas of both colors can be compared >Analyze>Set Measurements, tick "Area",
"Area fraction" and "Display label". To start the analysis >Analyze>Measure. The areal
fraction of the, in the case of Figure 6.4, red area is calculated.

Results
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Figure 6.2: Spectral reflectance of Spectraflect 97% Diffuse Reflectance Coating [22].

Figure 6.3: Reflectance spectrum of 10 𝜇m thin-Si piece bonded to a microscopic slide. By adding
a black tape adjacent to the slide, the reflectance decreases significantly for energies below the
bandgap. This is the method chosen for reflectance measurements for thin-Si samples.
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Figure 6.4: Analysis of the filling fraction of the HUD pattern using the freeware ImageJ.

Figure 6.5: Sample overview of thin and thick Si, bonded and debonded. Left: ALD hotplate
after alumina deposition. The 20 𝜇m samples were debonded under the influence of the heat and
levitated freely by means of the airflow in the chamber. Right: Samples for PL measurements.
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Figure 6.6: Transmittance, Reflection (measured) and Absorbance (calculated) spectra of flat (left)
and spinodal (right) 500 𝜇m silicon.

Figure 6.7: Flat 500 𝜇m Si in large voltage range measurement and important hydrogen evolution.
Zoom-in into range of interest in other EIS measurements.
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Figure 6.8: Multi-frequency C-V curves (left) and C-V curve for 100 kHz high-frequency measurement for flat 500 𝜇m silicon with native oxide.
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